“A Resolution of The Kiowa Tribe to Authorize the Submission of a Public Law 93‐638 Multi‐Year
Contract Proposal For the Transportation Program 2% Funds”

At a duly called Session of the Legislature of the Kiowa Tribe this ______ day of _____________
2018, the following Resolution and Law were adopted.
WHEREAS, the Legislature is vested with the authority to pass laws and resolutions pursuant to
Article VI, Section 6(a) of the Constitution of the Kiowa Tribe (“Constitution”); and,
WHEREAS, the Kiowa Tribe (“Tribe”) receives significant funds through grants from governmental
and Private sources to operate the Tribe’s government and programs for the benefit of the
People; and,
WHEREAS, the Legislature supports and encourages the Chairman and Executive Branch Departments
to apply for and obtain available grant funds for the benefit to the Tribe and People; and,
WHEREAS, the Legislature finds it in the best interest of the Tribe to provide the Chairman and
Executive Branch with an efficient and streamlined process to authorize the Tribe to apply
for and receive funds including the execution of necessary contracts and document
for such purposes.
WHEREAS, the Kiowa Tribe (“Tribe”) supports the efforts to improve the roads and bridges within the
Jurisdiction of the Kiowa Tribe to benefit the population and community, according to
23 U.S.C 204 (j), and
WHEREAS, the Kiowa Tribes Department of Transportation 2% Planning will be located at
Carnegie, OK, Caddo County, and
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WHEREAS, the 2% Planning Program Funds will be funded through the Kiowa Tribes share of the
Distribution of the FY 2017 at $300,000.00, FY 2018 at $150,000.00 and FY 2020 at
$150,000.00 from the Bureau of Indian Affairs Tribal Transportation Program (TTP)
construction funds, and
WHEREAS, the Kiowa Tribe authorizes the transfer of $600,000.00 of the Kiowa Tribes share of
Tribal Transportation Program (TTP) construction funds to subsidize the 2% Planning
Contract to successfully accomplish the planning goals and objectives of the program.
NOW THEREFORE IT BE RESOLVED that the Legislature hereby approves and adopts this
Resolution to transfer the Tribal Transportation Program construction funds to the 2%
Planning Contract.

CERTIFICATION
The foregoing resolution was duly voted upon by the Legislature on _____________, 2018 at a Session
with a vote of (___) in favor and (___) opposed,(___) abstaining, and (___) absent, pursuant to the
authority vested in the Legislature by the Constitution of the Kiowa Tribe.
______________________
Rhonda J. Ahhaitty
Secretary of the Legislature
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